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On the Analytic Solution of the Potential
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Abstract: The analytic solution of the potential distribution in an n-shell spherical volume
conductor rnodel for the case of a dipolar current source position Q=Q(ro,go,fo) has been
derived. Sirnulations for a multi-compartment
head rnodel show that the cornputation of the
potential distribution at observation points near
source points, e.g. on the cortical surface, need
Legendre functions of high degree and order. For
a practical irnplementation and an improvement
in the speed of convergence for the series expansion, a renorrnalisation technique was applied.
F\rrtherrrlore, the analytic surface Laplacian of
the n-shell rnodel was compared to potential distributions near the source region.
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6 (r) . . . potential distribution in the ith compartment,
(f = 1 means the innermost compartment)
o. . . electrical conductivity in the source region
P{(cos$)... associated Legendre function of degree n
and order rzl
.. . in the ftå compartment is a function of the source
and observation point and the electrical and geometrical
properties of the n-shell compartment model
6 o* .. . Kronecker delta
rs... is the radius of the source point; 16 is smallerthan
the outer radius of the innermost compartment

g:n)

Introduction
The spherical volume conductor model has been used
to
investigate the effects of the electrical properties as well
as the influence of the geometry on the electrical potential distribution lI,2l. Wilson and Bayley [3] developed
an analytic expression for the so called forward problem
in a homogeneous isotropic spherical volume conductor.
Since then solutions for the potential distribution for 3
and 4 shell models were developed. De Munck [ ] formulated the boundary conditions for adjacent spherical
compartments in a compact manner and derived the solution of the forward problem of a spherical compartment model with arbitrary number of shells. However,
a straightforward implementation of this solution causes

in electrocardiography and electroencephalography

severe numerical problemt [5].

Methods
The solution of the potential distribution within an
inhomogenous isotropic n-shell spherical volume conductor, due to ideal dipolar current sources, is obtained
by solving Poisson's equation in spherical coordinates.

The derivation of the equations in t4] was done for
a dipolar source Q : Q?0,0,0), in the spherical co-

ordinate system, on the z-axis. We extended the derivation in [ ] to the general case Q: Q?o,go,fo), which
will be used for the inverse problem if more than one
dipolar source is active. The general expression for
the potential distribution in an n-shell spherical volume
conductor due to a dipolar source at observation point

Simulations reveal that an inverse relationship exists between the distance from the observation point to
the source point and the number of coefficients in the
series expansion needed to obtain a certain predefined
accuracy; the smaller the distance between observation
and source point, the more coefficients needed for the
required accuracy.
The practical value of (1) is limited since the convergence is low if r is close to 16. To improve the
convergence of (1), u renormalisation technique was ap-

plied. The potential distribution O- in a homogenous
medium of infinite extent is known in an analytically
closed form. Q- was expanded into a series expansion
and subtracted from (1). For the solution of Q-, expanded into Legendre functions, gÅn) ,n (1) has to be
Finally, the closed form
replaced with gi,, (d) = #
of O- was added again. A further possible renormalisation is to express the closed solution of the potential
distribution in a homogeneous sphere with radius .R as
a series expansion. In this.ur" gjn) in (1) has to be
(i)
("öll +I lfl-if,'.
replaced with .f"
n ftzn*r' t').)'
-- \r.*t
Thus the series expansion into the associated Legendre functions is used only to express the details of the
potential distribution.
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The analytic surface Laplacian (SLP) is ob+,ained up-

a, = ""*"r (#

##)

("",ra+) +
on (1)
at r = R. Therefore gJi) has to be exchanged for
{n@ - -n(n + \gÅn) fr, *here .R is the outermost raplying

dius of the compartment model and i has to be set to
N, which is the number of compartments in the model.

Results
Simulations were done for a 4 layer compartment

model. The outer radii of the layers are r(1) =
.063 m, rQ) : .065 m, r(3) _ .071 rn and re) =
.075 m. The electrical conductivity values are o(1) .33 (orn)-l, o'Q) - 1 (Qm)-l, o.(3) - .0042 (Q-)-t,
and ae) -.33 (Orn)-1. The compartments represent

Figure 2: The relative error in l%] of the potential distribution with a renormalisation of an infinite medium.

from inside to outside the brain, the cerebrospinal fluid,
the skull and the scalp. These values were adopted from
t6l

tE

A dipolar source was chosen at Q - 8(.06, f , f,) with
moments of M
- (8.165e-r0,-5.773€-10,0) in spherical co-ordinates, which is a magnitude of 1. e-s Am.
The potential distribution for 231 observation points
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distributed on a spherical shell in the arbitrary layer
was computed.
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Figure 3: Factor d|) 1"1 [*-'] for -o- without renormalisation, for -x- with renormalisation of an infinite
medium and for -+- with renormalisation of a homoge-
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neous spherical medium.
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Figure 1: The relative error in [%] of the potential distribution without a renormalisation.

FiS. 1 shows the relative error (relerr) of the computed potential O at observation point P(.061 ,.06,2.2),
in spherical co-ordinates, as a function of degree and order of the associated Legendre function. No renormalisation was done and the relative error does not converge
to zero within the range from 0 to 130.
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FiS. 2 shows the same computation with a renormalisation of an infinite medium. The number of coefficients needed to reach a certain predefined relative error
converges. For n,,rn:80 the relative error is - I%,

Fig. 3 shows the factot gl,1)(n) without renormalisation, with a renormalisation of an infinite and with a
homogeneous spherical medium. If a renormalisation is
applied, sl:) @\, which acts as a damping factor in (1),
approaches zero for n, rzz - 80.
Further simulation results and comparisons between
maps

of the analytic SLP and potential maps

source regions
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will be presented.
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